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PROBLEMS AT SCHOOL

 Everybody has that teacher

that we don't appreciate.

Today we will listen to a

story from a school in Italy.



In My class there

was this math teacher

that was really

grumpy. He was good

at teaching, he

explained well but he

always gave a lot of

homework.



He was new at school,

and he had got nearly 28

years old. In the beginning

he wasn't very friendly

but nothing more. After 2

months he became really

strict and heartless.



When he questioned us he never let us talk and he put always bad marks.

We tried lots of times to solve this problem but the situation got worse

when he discovered we did a class reunion about him. He became more

strict and rude. One time our teacher became really rude because there was

a foreign classmate that he didn't understand our language very well and the

teacher said to our classmate: "If you don't understand our language, return

to your country." After that he stopped to explain and he only read from the

book.



Our friend was embarrassed and 

sad, the teacher had treated him 

badly. After that we decided to 

send a letter to the head-teacher.



THE WORST TWO MONTHS AT SCHOOL

The letter arrived to the head-teacher

after 2 months because she was really

busy. In this two months our teacher

made us do a lot of difficult tests. The

whole class took bad marks. And he

became worse. We tried to make a

reunion with other teachers and our

parents but he have nevere come



▪ A DAY WE HAD TO GO TO A TRIP BUT

WE NEEDED AN ALLOWING AND A

TEACHER TO ACCOMPANY US, BUT

UNFORTUNATELY ALL TEACHERS WERE

BUSY WITH OTHERS CLASS AND THERE

WAS ONLY THE MATH TEACHER THAT

HE DIDN'T ALLOWED TO GO TO THE

TRIP. ALL OTHERS CLASS HAD GONE

AND THEY SAID THAT THERE WAS A

GOOD EXPERIENCE AND REALLY

FUNNY.



AT THE HEAD-TEACHER

Finally we met with the head-

teacher and we explained our

situation to her. She decided to go

to speak to him face to face and

she discovered lots of things. After

this conversation the head-teacher

told us the truth about him.



IN THE END

The head-teacher told us that our

teacher has some family problems and

he was really nervous for that. And he

was waiting for a child and his nervous

increases and before our class he had a

bad class and one day one of his students

went at the hospital in a trip and he took

all responsibility.



CONCLUSION OF THE STORY

At the end our teacher took 3 days off

and when he came back he apologize us

and our foreign classmate and he

explained his situation and we forgave

him. And he took us to another trip!

Now we are in a good relationship with

him and we think he is the best teacher.
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